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KNIFE SHARPENING
MACHINE
JM-601

Superior quality
end product



 ■ Quick and efficient knife sharpening 
process.

 ■ Minimum loss of knife material
 ■ It provides sharp cutting edges, 

precises, homogeneus, and free from 
any burrs.

 ■ Working range: All circular knives 
from Ø 120 mm to Ø 400 mm.

 ■ Edge angle can be adjusted from 0º 
to 12º

 ■ Designed to resharpen very worn 
knives, regenerating a perfect cutting 
edge, just like the original one.

 ■ Clean work area with no grinding 
wheel dust.

 ■ Start/stop buttons easily accessible. 
Ergonomic design

BENEFITS

The JM-601 Knife Sharpening machine has been 
designed to sharpen the circular knives installed in 
the JOSMAR® head cutting and filleting machines .

It provides a quick, simple and effective way to 
sharpen  circular knives.

This Knife Sharpening machine can be used 
to sharpen  circular knives installed in others 
machines existing in the market, thanks to the 
wide range of circular knife sizes that the machine 
can sharpen.

This Knife Sharpening machine is an indispensable auxiliary accessory, since only the 
circular knifes perfectly sharpened, guarantee the correct performance, and the quality 
required by the fish industry.

Specially designed to sharpen the knives of the 
following JOSMAR® machines models:

 ◘ The JM-601 produces sharp cutting edges, precises, 
homogeneus, and free from any burrs, without undue loss of 
material.

 ◘ Knives can be sharpened with one chamfer, just in one side of 
the knife, or with two symmetrical chamfers in both knife sides.

 ◘ It can also be used to sharpen all normal knives with the 
appropriate technique

 ◘ The sharpening process provides a perfect and homogeneus 
sharp cutting edge.

 ◘ The machine settings, such us edge angle, are made easily.

 ◘ The knife rotation speed is easily adjusted, and the start/stop 
buttons are easily accessible to the operator.

 ◘ The machine has been constructed with stainless steel , Aisi 316, and others 
corrosion-resistant materials.

 ◘ Its reinforced structure, the tray , the housing, and the knife guiding system during 
the sharpening process,  provides an  easy sharpening operation.

 ◘ Machine cleaning and maintenance are easy , thanks to the machine design.
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JM-205, JM-210, JM-450, JM-452, JM-454, JM-457, 
JM-458, JM-801, JM-803, JM-804, JM-805, JM-900, 

JM-901,  JM-904, JM-906, JM-907, JM-969.



Working range: All circular knives from Ø 120 mm to Ø 400 mm.

Materials: AISI-316 stainless steel and corrosion resistant materials.

Power: 0,12 Kw.

Electric supply: 3x400V+N+PE/50Hz

APPROX. DIMENSIONS

Measures (LxWxH): 650 x 450 x 510 mm.

Packaging (LxWxH): 750 x 550 x 750 mm.

Net Weight: 33 kg

Gross Weight: 60 kg

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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